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Abstrat
It will be shown that, in omparison with the pre-relativisti Galileo-
invariant oneptions, speial relativity tells us nothing new about the
geometry of spae-time. It simply alls something else spae-time, and
this something else has dierent properties. All statements of speial rela-
tivity about those features of reality that orrespond to the original mean-
ing of the terms spae and time are idential with the orresponding
traditional pre-relativisti statements. It will be also argued that speial
relativity and Lorentz theory are ompletely idential in both senses, as
theories about spae-time and as theories about the behaviour of moving
physial objets.
Key words: Lorentz theory, speial relativity, spae, time, Lorentz,
FitzGerald, Poinaré, Lorentz ovariane, relativity priniple, Lorentz's
priniple, operationalism, onventionalism
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1
Prolog
Consider the following denitions of eletrodynamial quantities:
r
FQ
X = F
Q
Figure 1: X is dened as the fore felt by the unit test harge
X (r) Loate a test harge Q at point r and measure the fore F felt by
the harge. X (r) = F
Q
(Fig 1).
Y (r) Loate two ontating metal plates of area A at point r. Sepa-
rate them and measure the inuene harge Q on one of the plates.
Y (r) = Q
A
. The diretion ofY(r) is determined by the normal vetor
of the plates, when the harge separation is maximal (Fig 2).
r
+-
Q
YA
Y = Q
A
Figure 2: Y is dened by means of the inuene harge divided by the surfae
It is a well known empirial fat that these quantities are not independent of
eah other. For the sake of simpliity, assume the simplest material equation
Y = εX (1)
where ε, alled dieletri onstant, is a salar eld haraterising the medium.
Traditionally, in phenomenologial eletrodynamis, physial quantity X is
alled `eletri eld strength' and denoted by E, and Y is alled `eletri dis-
plaement' and denoted by D. Due to the material equation (1) one an elimi-
nate one of the eld variables.
Imagine a text book (I shall refer to it as the old one), whih only uses E.
The equations of eletrostatis are written as follows:
div εE = ρ (2)
rot E = 0 (3)
2
For example, the book ontains the following exerise and solution:
Exerise Consider the stati eletri eld around a point harge q
loated at the border of two materials of dieletri onstant ε1 and
ε2. Is the eletri eld strength spherially symmetri, or not?
Solution (see Fig 3)
E1 =
1
2pi (ε1 + ε2)
q
r3
r (4)
E2 =
1
2pi (ε1 + ε2)
q
r3
r (5)
Consequently,
The eletri eld strength is spherially symmetri. (6)
Now, imagine a new eletrodynamis text book whih is non-traditional in
the following sense: it uses only eld variable Y (traditionally alled `eletri
displaement' and denoted by D), but it systematially alls Y `eletri eld
strength' and denotes it by E. Aordingly, the equations of eletrostatis are
written as follows:
div E = ρ (7)
rot
E
ε
= 0 (8)
This new book also ontains the above exerise, but with the following solution:
Solution (see Fig 4)
E1 =
ε1
2pi (ε1 + ε2)
q
r3
r (9)
E2 =
ε2
2pi (ε1 + ε2)
q
r3
r (10)
ε2
ε1
q
Figure 3: The `eletri eld strength' of the stati eletri eld around a point
harge q loated at the border of two materials of dieletri onstants ε1 and ε2
3
Consequently,
The eletri eld strength is not spherially symmetri. (11)
Now, does sentene (11) of the new book ontradit to sentene (6) of the old
book? Is it true that the theory desribed in the new book is a new theory of
eletromagnetism? Of ourse, not. Seemingly the two sentenes ontradit to
eah other, on the level of the words. However, in order to larify the meaning of
sentene (11) and (6), one has to go bak to the rst pages of the orresponding
book and larify the denition of the physial quantity alled `eletri eld
strength'. And it will be lear that the term `eletri eld strength' stands
for two dierent physial quantities in the two books. Moreover, both text
books provide omplete desriptions of eletromagneti phenomena. Therefore,
although the theory in the old book does not use the eld variable Y, it is
apable to aount for the physial phenomena by whih physial quantity Y
is empirially dened. It is apable to determine the inuene harge on the
separated plates (by alulating εEA). In other words, it is apable to determine
the value of Y, that is, the value of what the new book alls `eletri eld
strength'. And vie versa, on the basis of the theory desribed in the new book
one an alulate the fore felt by a unit test harge (by alulating
E
ε
), that is,
one an predit the value of X, what the old book alls `eletri eld strength'.
And both, the theory in the old book and the theory in the new book have the
same preditions for both, X and Y. That is to say, although they use dierent
terminology, the two text books ontain the same eletrodynamis, they provide
the same desription of physial reality.
ε2
ε1
q
Figure 4: The `eletri eld strength' of the stati eletri eld around a point
harge q loated at the border of two materials of dieletri onstants ε1 and ε2
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1 Introdution
I have for long thought that if I had the opportunity to teah this subjet, I
would emphasize the ontinuity with earlier ideas. Usually it is the disonti-
nuity whih is stressed, the radial break with more primitive notions of spae
and time. Often the result is to destroy ompletely the ondene of the stu-
dent in perfetly sound and useful onepts already aquired. (From J. S. Bell:
How to teah speial relativity, Bell 1987, p. 67.)
It is widely believed that the prinipal dierene between Einstein's speial
relativity and its ontemporary rival Lorentz theory was that while the Lorentz
theory
1
was also apable of explaining away the null result of the Mihelson
Morley experiment and other experimental ndings by means of the distortions
of moving measuring-rods and moving loks, speial relativity revealed more
fundamental new fats about the geometry of spae-time behind these phenom-
ena. Aording to this widespread view, speial relativity theory has radially
hanged our oneptions about spae and time by laiming that spae-time is
not like an E3 × E1 spae, as was believed in lassial physis, but it is a four
dimensional Minkowski spae M4. One an express this revolutionary hange
by the following logial shema: Earlier we believed in G1 (M), whereM stands
for spae-time and G1 denotes some prediate (like E
3 ×E1). Then we disov-
ered that ¬G1 (M) but G2 (M), where G2 denotes a prediate dierent from
G1 (something like M
4
).
Contrary to this ommon view, the rst main thesis in this paper is the
following:
Thesis 1. In omparison with the pre-relativisti Galileo-invariant onep-
tions, speial relativity tells us nothing new about the geometry of spae-time. It
simply alls something else spae-time, and this something else has dierent
properties. All statements of speial relativity about those features of reality that
orrespond to the original meaning of the terms spae and time are idential
with the orresponding traditional pre-relativisti statements.
Thus the only new fator in the speial relativisti aount of spae-time is the
deision to designate something else spae-time. In other words: Earlier we
believed in G1 (M). Then we disovered for some M˜ 6=M that ¬G1
(
M˜
)
but
G2
(
M˜
)
. Consequently, it still holds that G1 (M).
So the real novelty in speial relativity is some G2
(
M˜
)
. As we will see, this
is nothing but the desription of the physial behaviour of moving measuring-
rods and loks. It will be also argued, however, that G2
(
M˜
)
is exatly what
1
I use the term Lorentz theory as lassiation to refer to the similar approahes of
Lorentz, FitzGerald, and Poinaré, that save the lassial Galilei ovariant oneptions of
spae and time by explaining the null result of the MihelsonMorley experiment and other
similar experimental ndings through the physial distortions of moving objets (rst of all of
moving measuring-rods and loks), no matter whether these physial distortions are simply
hypothesised in the theory, or presribed by some priniple like Lorentz's priniple, or they
are onstrutively derived from the behaviour of the moleular fores. From the point of view
of my reent onerns what is important is the logial possibility of suh an alternative theory.
Although, Lorentz's 1904 paper is very lose to be a good histori example.
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Lorentz theory laims. More exatly, as my seond main thesis asserts, both
theories laim that G1 (M)&G2
(
M˜
)
:
Thesis 2. Speial relativity and Lorentz theory are ompletely idential in
both senses, as theories about spae-time and as theories about the behaviour of
moving physial objets.
2 On the meaning of the question What is spae-
time like?
A theory about spae-time desribes a ertain group of objetive features of
physial reality, whih we all (the struture of) spae-time. Aording to las-
sial physis, spae-time an be desribed through a geometrial struture like
E3×E1, where E3 is a three-dimensional Eulidean spae for spae, and E1 is a
one-dimensional Eulidean spae for time, with two independent invariant met-
ris orresponding to the spae and time intervals. In ontrast, speial relativity
laims that spae-timeunderstood as the same objetive features of physial
realityis something dierent: it an be desribed through a Minkowski geom-
etry (suh that the simultaneity is expressed via orthogonality with respet of
the 4-metri of the Minkowski spae, et.)
Physis desribes objetive features of reality by means of physial quantities.
Our srutiny will therefore start by larifying how lassial physis and relativity
theory dene the spae and time tags assigned to an arbitrary event. It will be
seen that these empirial denitions are dierent.
The empirial denition of a physial quantity requires an etalon measuring
equipment and a preise desription of the operation how the quantity to be de-
ned is measured. For example, assume we hoose, as the etalon measuring-rod,
the meter stik that is lying in the International Bureau of Weights and Mea-
sures (BIPM) in Paris. Also assumethis is another onventionthat time is
dened as a physial quantity measured by the standard lok also sitting in the
BIPM. When I use the word onvention here, I mean the semantial freedom
we have in the use of the unommitted signs distane and timea freedom
what Grünbaum (1974, p. 27) alls trivial semantial onventionalism.
Now we are going to desribe the operations by whih we dene the spae
and time tags of an arbitrary event A, relative to the referene frameK in whih
the the etalons are at rest, and to another referene fame K ′ whih is moving
(at onstant veloity v) relative to K. For the sake of simpliity onsider only
one spae dimension and assume that the origin of both K and K ′ is at the
BIPM at the initial moment of time.
(D1) Time tag in K aording to lassial physis
Take a synhronised opy of the standard lok at rest in the BIPM,
and slowly
2
move it to the lous of event A. The time tag tK (A) is
the reading of the transfered lok when A ours.3
2
Slowly means that we move the lok from one plae to the other over a long period
of time, aording to the reading of the lok itself. The reason is to avoid the loss of phase
aumulated by the lok during its journey.
3
With this denition we atually use the standard ε =
1
2
-synhronisation. I do not want
6
(D2) Spae tag in K aording to lassial physis
The spae tag xK(A) of event A is is the distane from the origin of
K of the lous of A along the x-axis4 measured by superposing the
standard measuring-rod, being always at rest relative to K.
(D3) Time tag in K aording to speial relativity
Take a synhronised opy of the standard lok at rest in the BIPM,
and slowly move it to the lous of event A. The time tag t˜K (A) is
the reading of the transfered lok when A ours.
(D4) Spae tag in K aording to speial relativity
The spae tag x˜K(A) of event A is the distane from the origin of
K of the lous of A along the x-axis measured by superposing the
standard measuring-rod, being always at rest relative to K.
(D5) Spae and time tags of an event in K ′ aording to lassial
physis
The spae tag of event A relative to the frame K ′ is xK
′
(A) :=
xK(A)− vtK(A), where v = vK(K ′) is the veloity of K ′ relative to
K in the sense of denition (D8).
The time tag of event A relative to the frame K ′ is tK
′
(A) := tK(A)
(D6) Time tag in K ′ aording to speial relativity
Take a synhronised opy of the standard lok at rest in the BIPM,
gently aelerate it from K to K ′ and set it to show 0 when the
origins of K and K ′ oinide. Then slowly (relative to K ′) move it
to the lous of event A. The time tag t˜K
′
(A) is the reading of the
transfered lok when A ours.
(D7) Spae tag in K ′ aording to speial relativity
The spae tag x˜K
′
(A) of event A is the distane from the origin of
K ′ of the lous of A along the x-axis measured by superposing the
standard measuring-rod, being always at rest relative to K ′, in just
the same way as if all were at rest.
(D8) Veloities in the dierent ases
to enter now into the question of the onventionality of simultaneity, whih is a hotly debated
problem, in itself. (See Reihenbah 1956; Grünbaum 1974; Salmon 1977; Malament 1977;
Friedman 1983.)
4
The straight line is dened by a light beam.
7
Veloity is a quantity derived from the above dened spae and time
tags:
vK =
∆xK
∆tK
v˜K =
∆x˜K
∆t˜K
vK
′
=
∆xK
′
∆tK′
v˜K
′
=
∆x˜K
′
∆t˜K′
With these empirial denitions, in every inertial frame we dene four dierent
quantities for eah event, suh that:
xK(A) ≡ x˜K(A) (12)
tK(A) ≡ t˜K(A) (13)
xK
′
(A) 6≡ x˜K
′
(A) (14)
tK
′
(A) 6≡ t˜K
′
(A) (15)
where ≡ denotes the idential operational denition.
In spite of the dierent operational denitions, it ould be a ontingent fat
of nature that xK
′
(A) = x˜K
′
(A) and/or tK
′
(A) = t˜K
′
(A) for every event A.5
But a little reetion reveals that this is not the ase. It follows from speial rel-
ativity that x˜K(A), t˜K(A) are related with x˜K
′
(A), t˜K
′
(A) through the Lorentz
transformation, while xK(A), tK(A) are related with xK
′
(A), tK
′
(A) through the
orresponding Galilean transformation, therefore, taking into aount identities
(12)(13), xK
′
(A) 6= x˜K
′
(A) and tK
′
(A) 6= t˜K
′
(A), if v 6= 0.
Thus, our rst partial onlusion is that dierent physial quantities are
alled spae tag, and similarly, dierent physial quantities are alled time
tag in speial relativity and in lassial physis.
6
In order to avoid further
onfusion, from now on spae and time tags will mean the physial quantities
dened in (D1), (D2) and (D5)aording to the usage of the terms in lassial
physis, and spae and time in the sense of the relativisti denitions (D3),
(D4), (D6) and (D7) will be alled ˜spae and t˜ime.
Speial relativity theory makes dierent assertions about somethings whih
are dierent from spae and time. In our symboli notation, lassial physis
laims G1 (M) aboutM and relativity theory laims G2
(
M˜
)
about some other
features of reality M˜. The question is what speial relativity and lassial
physis say when they are making assertions about the same things.
5
Let me illustrate this with an example. The inertial mass mi and gravitational mass mg
are two quantities having dierent experimental denitions. But, it is a ontingent fat of
nature (experimentally proved by Eötvös around 1900) that, for any objet, the two masses
are equal, mi = mg .
6
This was rst reognised by Bridgeman (1927, p. 12), although he did not investigate the
further onsequenes of this fat.
8
3 Speial relativity does not tell us anything new
about spae and time
Classial physis and relativity theory would be dierent theories of spae
and time if they aounted for physial quantities x and t dierently. If
there were any event A and any inertial frame of referene K⋆ in whih the
spae or time tag assigned to the event by speial relativity,
[
xK
⋆
(A)
]
relativity
,[
tK
⋆
(A)
]
relativity
, were dierent from the similar tags assigned by lassial
physis,
[
xK
⋆
(A)
]
classical
,
[
tK
⋆
(A)
]
classical
. If, for example, there were any
two events simultaneous in relativity theory whih were not simultaneous a-
ording to lassial physis, or vie versato touh on a sore point. But a
little reetion shows that this is not the ase. Taking into aount operational
identities (12)(13), one an alulate the relativity theoreti predition for the
outome of operations desribed in (D1), (D2) and (D5), that is, the relativity
theoreti predition for xK
′
(A):[
xK
′
(A)
]
relativity
= x˜K(A) − v˜K(K ′)t˜K(A) (16)
the value of whih is equal to
xK(A) − vK(K ′)tK(A) =
[
xK
′
(A)
]
classical
(17)
Similarly, [
tK
′
(A)
]
relativity
= t˜K(A) = tK(A) =
[
tK
′
(A)
]
classical
(18)
This ompletes the proof of Thesis 1.
4 Lorentz theory and speial relativity are om-
pletely idential theories
Sine Lorentz theory adopts the lassial theory of spae-time, it does not dier
from speial relativity in its assertions about spae and time. However, beyond
what speial relativity laims about spae and time, it also has another laim
G2
(
M˜
)
about ˜spae and t˜ime. In order to prove what Thesis 2 asserts, that
is to say the omplete identity of Lorentz theory and of speial relativity, we
also have to show that the two theories have idential assertions about x˜ and t˜,
that is, [
x˜K
′
(A)
]
relativity
=
[
x˜K
′
(A)
]
LT[
t˜K
′
(A)
]
relativity
=
[
t˜K
′
(A)
]
LT
Aording to relativity theory, the ˜spae and t˜ime tags in K ′ and in K are
related through the Lorentz transformations. From (12)(13) one an dedue:[
t˜K
′
(A)
]
relativity
=
tK(A)− v x
K(A)
c2√
1− v
2
c2
(19)
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[
x˜K
′
(A)
]
relativity
=
xK(A)− v tK(A)√
1− v
2
c2
(20)
On the other hand, taking the assumptions of Lorentz theory that the stan-
dard lok slows down by fator
√
1− v
2
c2
and that a rigid rod suers a ontra-
tion by fator
√
1− v
2
c2
when they are gently aelerated from K to K ′, one an
diretly alulate the ˜spae tag x˜K′(A) and the t˜ime tag t˜K′(A), following the
desriptions of operations in (D6) and (D7).
First, let us alulate the reading of the lok slowly transported in K ′ from
the origin to the lous of an event A. The lok is moving with a varying
veloity
7
vKC (t
K) = v + wK(tK)
where wK(tK) is the veloity of the lok relative to K ′, that is, wK(0) = 0
when it starts at xKC (0) = 0 (as we assumed, t
K = 0 and the transported lok
shows 0 when the origins of K and K ′ oinide) and wK(tK1 ) = 0 when the lok
arrives at the plae of A. The reading of the lok at the time tK1 will be
T =
∫ tK
1
0
√
1−
(v + wK(t))
2
c2
dt (21)
Sine wK is small we may develop in powers of wK , and we nd from (21) when
negleting terms of seond and higher order
T =
tK1 −
(
tK
1
v+
∫
t
K
1
0
wK(t) dt
)
v
c2√
1− v
2
c2
=
tK(A)− x
K(A)v
c2√
1− v
2
c2
(22)
(where, without loss of generality, we take tK1 = t
K(A)). Thus, aording to the
denition of t˜, we have
[
t˜K
′
(A)
]
LT
=
tK(A)− v x
K(A)
c2√
1− v
2
c2
whih is equal to
[
t˜K
′
(A)
]
relativity
in (19).
Now, taking into aount that the length of the o-moving meter stik is
only
√
1− v
2
c2
, the distane of event A from the origin of K is the following:
xK(A) = tK(A)v + x˜K
′
(A)
√
1−
v2
c2
and thus [
x˜K
′
(A)
]
LT
=
xK(A)− v tK(A)√
1− v
2
c2
=
[
x˜K
′
(A)
]
relativity
7
For the sake of simpliity we ontinue to restrit our alulation to one spae dimension.
For the general alulation of the phase shift suered by moving loks, see Jánossy 1971, pp.
142147.
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This ompletes the proof. The two theories make ompletely idential assertions
not only about the spae and time tags x, t but also about the ˜spae and t˜ime
tags x˜, t˜.
Consequently, there is full agreement between the Lorentz theory and speial
relativity theory in the following statements:
(a)
˜
Veloitywhih is alled veloity by relativity theoryis not an additive
quantity,
v˜K
′
(K ′′′) =
v˜K
′
(K ′′) + v˜K
′′
(K ′′′)
1 + v˜
K′ (K′′ )˜vK′′ (K′′′)
c2
while veloitythat is, what we traditionally all veloityis an additive
quantity,
vK
′
(K ′′′) = vK
′
(K ′′) + vK
′′
(K ′′′)
where K ′,K ′′,K ′′′ are arbitrary three frames. For example,
vK
′
(light signal) = vK
′
(K ′′) + vK
′′
(light signal)
(b) The
(
x˜1, x˜2, x˜3, t˜
)
-map of the world an be onveniently desribed through
a Minkowski geometry, suh that the  t˜-simultaneity an be desribed
through the orthogonality with respet to the 4-metri of the Minkowski
spae, et.
() The (x1, x2, x3, t)-map of the world, an be onveniently desribed through
a traditional spae-time geometry like E3 × E1.
(d) The veloity of light is not the same in all inertial frames of referene.
(e) The
˜
veloity of light is the same in all inertial frames of referene.
(f) Time and distane are invariant, the referene frame independent on-
epts, t˜ime and
˜
distane are not.
(g) t-simultaneity is an invariant, frame-independent onept, while t˜-
simultaneity is not.
(h) For arbitrary K ′ and K ′′, xK
′
(A), tK
′
(A) an be expressed by
xK
′′
(A), tK
′′
(A) through a suitable Galilean transformation
(i) For arbitrary K ′ and K ′′, x˜K
′
(A), t˜K
′
(A) an be expressed by
x˜K
′′
(A), t˜K
′′
(A) through a suitable Lorentz transformation.
.
.
.
Moreover, they agree in the following observation (Relativity Priniple):
(j) The behaviour of similar systems o-moving as a whole with dierent iner-
tial frames, expressed in terms of the results of measurements obtainable
by means of o-moving measuring-rods and loks (that is, in terms of
quantities x˜ and t˜) is the same in every inertial frame of referene.
Combining this with (i),
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(k) The laws of physis, expressed in terms of x˜ and t˜, must be given by means
of Lorentz ovariant equations.
Finally, they agree that
(l) All fats about x˜ and t˜ (and, onsequently, all fats about x and t) an
be derived bakward from (e) and (j).
To sum up symbolially, Lorentz theory and and speial relativity theory have
idential assertions about both M and M˜: they unanimously laim that
G1 (M)&G2
(
M˜
)
.
Finally, note that in an arbitrary inertial frame K ′ for every event A the
tags xK
′
1 (A), x
K′
2 (A), x
K′
3 (A), t
K′(A) an be expressed in terms of x˜K
′
1 (A),
x˜K
′
2 (A), x˜
K′
3 (A), t˜
K′(A) and vie versa. Consequently, we an express the laws
of physisas is done in speial relativityequally well in terms of the variables
x˜1, x˜2, x˜3, t˜ instead of the spae and time tags x1, x2, x3, t. On the other hand,
we should emphasise that the one-to-one orrespondene between x˜1, x˜2, x˜3, t˜
and x1, x2, x3, t also entails that the laws of physis (so alled relativisti laws
inluded) an be equally well expressed in terms of the (traditional) spae and
time tags x1, x2, x3, t instead of the variables x˜1, x˜2, x˜3, t˜. In brief, physis ould
manage equally well with the lassial Galileo-invariant oneptions of spae and
time.
5 Comments
5.1 Are relativisti deformations real physial hanges?
Many believe that it is an essential dierene between the two theories that
relativisti deformations like the LorentzFitzGerald ontration and the time
dilatation are real physial hanges in Lorentz theory, but there are no similar
physial eets in speial relativity. Let us examine two typial argumentations.
Aording to the rst argument the Lorentz ontration/dilatation of a rod
annot be an objetive physial deformation in relativity theory, beause it is
a frame-dependent fat whether the rod is shrinking or expanding. Consider
a rod aelerated from the sate of rest in referene frame K ′ to the state of
rest in referene frame K ′′. Aording to relativity theory, the rod shrinks in
frame K ′ and, at the same time, expands in frame K ′′. But this is a on-
tradition, the argument says, if the deformation was a real physial hange.
(In ontrast, the argument says, Lorentz's theory laims that the length of a
rod is a frame-independent onept. Consequently, in Lorentz's theory, the
ontration/dilatation of a rod an indeed be an objetive physial hange.)
However, we have already laried, that the terms distane and time
have dierent meanings in relativity theory and Lorentz's theory. Due to the
dierene between length and
˜
length, we must also dierentiate dilatation from˜
dilatation, ontration from
˜
ontration, and so on. For example, onsider the
referene frame of the etalons K and another frame K ′ moving relative to K.
The following statements are true about the length of a rod aelerated from
the sate of rest in referene frame K (state1) to the state of rest in referene
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Figure 5: One and the same objetive physial proess is traed in the inrease
of kineti energy of the spaeship relative to frame K ′, while it is traed in the
derease of kineti energy relative to frame K ′′
frame K ′ (state2):
lK (state1) > l
K (state2) ontration in K (23)
lK
′
(state1) > l
K′ (state2) ontration in K
′
(24)
l˜K (state1) > l˜
K (state2) ˜ontration in K (25)
l˜K
′
(state1) < l˜
K′ (state2) ˜dilatation in K ′ (26)
And there is no dierene between relativity theory and Lorentz's theory: all of
the four statements (23)(26) are true in both theories. If, in Lorentz's theory,
fats (23)(24) provide enough reason to say that there is a real physial hange,
then the same fats provide enough reason to say the same thing in relativity
theory. And vie versa, if (25)(26) ontradited to the existene of real physial
hange of the rod in relativity theory, then the same holds for Lorentz's theory.
It should be mentioned, however, that there is no ontradition between
(25)(26) and the existene of real physial hange of the rod. Relativity the-
ory and Lorentz's theory unanimously laim that
˜
length is a relative physial
quantity. It is entirely possible that one and the same objetive physial hange
is traed in the inrease of the value of a relative quantity relative to one ref-
erene frame, while it is traed in the derease of the same quantity relative to
another referene frame (Fig 5). (What is more, both, the value relative to one
frame and the value relative to the other frame, reet objetive features of the
objetive physial proess in question.)
Aording to the other wide-spread argument the relativisti deformations
annot be real physial eets sine they an be observed by an observer also if
the objet is at rest but the observer is in motion at onstant veloity. And these
relativisti deformations annot be explained as real physial deformations of
the objet at restthe argument says.
There is, however, a triple misunderstanding behind suh an argument:
• Of ourse, no real distortion is suered by an objet whih is ontinuously
at rest relative to a referene frame K ′, and, onsequently, whih is on-
tinuously in motion at a onstant veloity relative to another frame K ′′.
None of the observers an observe suh a distortion. For example,
l˜K
′ (
distortion free rod at t˜1
)
= l˜K
′ (
distortion free rod at t˜2
)
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l˜K
′′ (
distortion free rod at t˜1
)
= l˜K
′′ (
distortion free rod at t˜2
)
• It is surely true,
l˜K
′
(distortion free rod) 6= l˜K
′′
(distortion free rod) (27)
This fat, however, does not express a
˜
ontration of the rodneither a
real nor an apparent
˜
ontration.
• On the other hand, inequality (27) is a onsequene of the real physial
distortions suered by the measuring equipmentswith whih the ˜spae
and t˜ime tags are operationally denedwhen they are transfered from
the BIPM to the other referene frame in question.
8
Thus, relativisti deformations are real physial deformations also in speial
relativity theory. One has to emphasise this fat beause it is an important
part of the physial ontent of relativity theory. It must be lear, however,
that this onlusion is independent of our main onern. What is important is
the following: Lorentz's theory and speial relativity have idential assertions
about length and
˜
length, duration and
˜
duration, shrinking and
˜
shrinking, et.
Consequently, whether or not these fats provide enough reason to say that
the deformations are real physial hanges, the onlusion is ommon to both
theories.
5.2 The intuition behind the denitions
Dierent intuitions are behind the lassial and the relativisti denitions. As
we have seen, both Lorentz theory and speial relativity know about the dis-
tortions of measuring-rods and loks when they are transfered from the BIPM
to the moving (relative to the BIPM) referene frame K ′. As it follows from
the ompensatory view of the Lorentz theory and from the whole tradition of
lassial physisaording to whih if we are aware of some distortions of our
measuring equipments, we must take them into aount and make orretions
the lassial denition (D5) takes into aount these distortions. That is why
the spae and time tags in K ′ are dened through the original spae and time
data, measured by the original distortion free measuring-rod and lok, whih
are at rest relative to the BIPM. From the alulations we made in the previous
setions, it is easy to see, that we would nd the same xK
′
(A) and tK
′
(A) if
we measured the spae and time tags with the o-moving measuring-rod and
lokobtaining x˜K
′
(A), t˜K
′
(A)and if we then made orretions aording to
the known distortions of the equipments.
In ontrast, in (D6) and (D7), relativity theoryalthough it is aware of
these deformationsignores the distortions of measuring rods and loks, and
denes the spae and time tags as they are measured by means of the dis-
torted equipments. The physial deformations in question are governed by some
general physial laws whih apply to both the measuring-equipment and the
objet to be measured. Therefore, it is no surprise that the length of a mov-
ing, onsequently distorted, rod measured by o-moving, onsequently distorted,
8
For further details of what a moving observer an observe by means of his or her distorted
measuring equipments, see Bell 1983, pp. 7576.
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measuring-rod and lok is the same as the length of the orresponding station-
ary rod measured with stationary measuring-rod and lok. The duration of
a slowed down proess in a moving objet measured with a o-moving, onse-
quently slowed down, lok will be the same as the duration of the same proess
in a similar objet at rest, measured with the original distortion free lok at
rest. These and similar observations lead us to believe in the relativity priniple.
These two distint ways of thinking about spae and time tags are learly
follow from Einstein's own words:
Let there be given a stationary rigid rod; and let its length be l
as measured by a measuring-rod whih is also stationary. We now
imagine the axis of the rod lying along the axis of x of the stationary
system of o-ordinates, and that a uniform motion of parallel trans-
lation at veloity v along the axis of x in the diretion of inreasing
x is then imparted to the rod. We now inquire as to the length
of the moving rod, and imagine its length to be asertained by the
following two operations:
(a) The observer moves together with the given measuring-
rod and the rod to be measured, and measures the length
of the rod diretly by superposing the measuring-rod, in
just the same way as if all three were at rest.
(b) By means of stationary loks set up in the station-
ary system and synhronising in aordane with 1, the
observer asertains at what points of the stationary sys-
tem the two ends of the rod to be measured are loated
at a denite time. The distane between these two points,
measured by the measuring-rod already employed, whih
in this ase is at rest, is also a length whih may be des-
ignated the length of the rod.
In aordane with the priniple of relativity the length to be dis-
overed by the operation (a)  we will all it the length of the
rod in the moving system  must be equal to the length l of the
stationary rod.
The length to be disovered by the operation (b) we will all the
length of the (moving) rod in the stationary system. This we shall
determine on the basis of our two priniples, and we shall nd that
it diers from l. (Einstein 1905)
However, all these remarks on the intuitions behind denitions (D1)(D8) are
not so important from the point of view of our main onern. What is important
is the simple fat that lassial physis and relativity theory use the terms
spae and time dierently and we have to make areful distintion whether
we are about x˜, t˜ or x, t.
5.3 On the null result of the MihelsonMorley experi-
ment
It is lear from this areful distintion between x˜, t˜ and x, t that the null result
of the MihelsonMorley experiment simultaneously onrms both, the lassial
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rules of Galilean kinematis for x and t, and the violation of these rules for the˜spae and t˜ime tags x˜, t˜. It onrms the lassial addition rule of veloities, on
the one hand, and, on the other hand, it also onrms that
˜
veloity of light is the
same in all frames of referene. Consider the following passage from Einstein:
A ray of light requires a perfetly denite time T to pass from one
mirror to the other and bak again, if the whole system be at rest
with respet to the aether. It is found by alulation, however, that a
slightly dierent time T 1 is required for this proess, if the body, to-
gether with the mirrors, be moving relatively to the aether. And yet
another point: it is shown by alulation that for a given veloity v
with referene to the aether, this time T 1 is dierent when the body
is moving perpendiularly to the planes of the mirrors from that re-
sulting when the motion is parallel to these planes. Although the
estimated dierene between these two times is exeedingly small,
Mihelson and Morley performed an experiment involving interfer-
ene in whih this dierene should have been learly detetable.
But the experiment gave a negative result  a fat very perplexing
to physiists. (Einstein 1920, p. 49)
The alulation that Einstein refers to is based on the Galilean kinematis,
that is, on the invariane of time and simultaneity, on the invariane of distane,
on the lassial addition rule of veloities, et. The negative result was very
perplexing to physiists beause their expetations were based on traditional
onepts of spae and time, and they ould not imagine other that if the speed
of light is c relative to one inertial frame then the speed of the same light signal
annot be the same c relative to another referene frame. So, it is obvious
that distane, time and veloity in the above passage means the lassial
distane, time and veloity dened in (D1), (D2) and (D5).
On the other hand, Einstein ontinues this passage in the following way:
Lorentz and FitzGerald resued the theory from this diulty by
assuming that the motion of the body relative to the aether produes
a ontration of the body in the diretion of motion, the amount of
ontration being just suient to ompensate for the dierene in
time mentioned above. Comparison with the disussion in Setion
11 shows that also from the standpoint of the theory of relativity
this solution of the diulty was the right one. (Einstein 1920, p.
49)
What resued means here is that Lorentz and FitzGerald proved that if the
assumed deformations of moving bodies exist then the expeted result of the
MihelsonMorley experiment is the null eet. On the other hand, we have
already laried what Einstein also onrms in the above quoted passage, that
these deformations also derive from the two basi postulates of speial relativity.
We an put these fats together in the following shema:
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[deformations] &

Galilean kinematis
for x, t (the speed
of light is NOT
the same in all
inertial frame

︸ ︷︷ ︸
m
︷ ︸︸ ︷
Lorentz
˜
kinematis
for x˜, t˜ (the ˜speed
of light IS the same
in all inertial frame)
 ⇒ [deformations]

⇒

the result of the
Mihelson-Morley
experiment must
be the null eet

It is no surprise that the deformations an be derived from the Lorentz˜
kinematis. The physial information about the deformations suered by ob-
jets aelerated from one state of motion to another, say from the state of rest
relative to K ′ to the state of rest relative to K ′′, is inbuilt into the relationship
between the tags x˜K
′
(A), t˜K
′
(A) and x˜K
′′
(A), t˜K
′′
(A). For these relations are
determined by the physial behaviour of measuring rods and loks during the
aeleration and relaxation proess. As Einstein warns us, the Lorentz trans-
formations, relating the ˜spae and t˜ime tags in dierent referene frames, are
nothing but physial laws governing the physial behaviour of the measuring-
rods and loks:
A Priori it is quite lear that we must be able to learn something
about the physial behaviour of measuring-rods and loks from the
equations of transformation, for the magnitudes z, y, x, t are nothing
more nor less than the results of measurements obtainable by means
of measuring-rods and loks. (Einstein 1920, p. 35)
5.4 The physial laws governing the relativisti deforma-
tions
FitzGerald, Lorentz
9
and Poinaré derived these laws from the requirement
that the deformations must explain the null result of the MihelsonMorley
experiment. Finally they arrived to the onlusion that the standard lok
slows down by fator
√
1− v
2
c2
and that a rigid rod suers a ontration by
fator
√
1− v
2
c2
when they are gently aelerated from K to K ′. As we have
shown in setion 4, this laim is equivalent with the assertion that the ˜spae
and t˜ime tags x˜K
′′
(A), t˜K
′′
(A) measured by the o-moving distorted equipments
an be expressed from the similar tags x˜K
′
(A), t˜K
′
(A) by a suitable Lorentz
transformation.
9
FitzGerald and Lorentz also made an attempt to understand how these deformations
atually ome about from the moleular fores.
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Einstein derived the same transformation law from the assumption that rel-
ativity priniple generally holds
10
and (or onsequently) the
˜
veloity of a light
signal is the same in all inertial referene frames.
These histori dierenes are not important from the point of view of our
main onern. What is important is that in both ways one an derive exatly
the same laws of deformations, exatly the same rules for x and t, and exatly
the same rules for x˜ and t˜.
5.5 The onventionalist approah
Aording to the onventionalist thesis,
11
Lorentz's theory and Einstein's speial
relativity are two alternative sienti theories whih are equivalent on empir-
ial level. Due to the empirial underdeterminay, the hoie between these
alternative theories is based on external aspets.
12
Following Poinaré's similar
argument about the relationship between geometry, physis, and the empiri-
al fats, the onventionalist thesis asserts the following relationship between
Lorentz theory and speial relativity: lassialE3 × E1-theory
of spae-time
 + [ physial ontent
of Lorentz theory
]
=
[
empirial
fats
]
 relativistiM4-theory
of spae-time
 + [ speial relativisti
physis
]
=
[
empirial
fats
] (28)
Continuing the symboli notations we used in the Introdution, denote Z those
objetive features of physial reality that are desribed by the alternative phys-
ial theories P1 and P2 in question. With these notations, the logial shema
of the onventionalist thesis an be desribed in the following way: We annot
distinguish by means of the available experiments whether G1 (M)&P1 (Z) is
true about the objetive features of physial realityM∪Z, or G2 (M)&P2 (Z)
is true about the same objetive features M∪Z. Shematially,
[G1 (M)] + [P1 (Z)] =
[
empirial
fats
]
[G2 (M)] + [P2 (Z)] =
[
empirial
fats
]
However, it is lear from the previous setions that the terms spae and
time have dierent meanings in the two theories. Lorentz theory laims
G1 (M) about M and relativity theory laims G2
(
M˜
)
about some other fea-
tures of reality M˜. Of ourse, this terminologial onfusion also appears in the
physial assertions. Let us symbolise with Z the objetive features of physial
reality, suh as the length of a rod, et., desribed by physial theory P1. And
10
Whether or not relativity priniple generally holds in relativisti physis is a more omplex
question. See Szabó 2004.
11
See Friedman 1983, p. 293; Einstein 1983, p. 35.
12
Cf. Zahar 1973; Grünbaum 1974; Friedman 1983; Brush 1999; Janssen 2002.
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let Z˜ denote some (partly) dierent features of reality desribed by P2, suh as
the
˜
length of a rod, et. Now, as we have seen, both theories atually laim that
G1 (M)&G2
(
M˜
)
. It is also lear that, for example, within Lorentz's theory,
we an legitimately query the
˜
length of a rod. For Lorentz's theory has omplete
desription of the behaviour of a moving rigid rod, as well as the behaviour of
a moving lok and measuring-rod. Therefore, it is no problem in Lorentz's
theroy to predit the result of a measurement of the length of the rod, if the
measurement is performed with a o-moving measuring equipments, aording
to empirial denition (D7). This predition will be axatly the same as the
predition of speial relativity. And vie versa, speial relativity would have the
same predition for the length of the rod as the predition of the Lorentz theory.
That is to say, the physial ontents of Lorentz's theory and speial relativity
also are idential: both laim that P1 (Z)&P2
(
Z˜
)
. So we have the following:
[
G1 (M)&G2
(
M˜
)]
+
[
P1 (Z)&P2
(
Z˜
)]
=
[
empirial
fats
]
[
G1 (M)&G2
(
M˜
)]
+
[
P1 (Z)&P2
(
Z˜
)]
=
[
empirial
fats
]
In other words, sine there are no two dierent theories, there is no hoie,
based neither on internal nor on external aspets.
5.6 Methodologial remarks
1. It worth while emphasising that my argument is based on the following
very weak operationalist premise: physial terms, assigned to measurable
physial quantities, have dierent meanings if they have dierent empirial
denitions. This premise is one of the fundamental pre-assumptions of
Einstein's 1905 paper (see, for example, the quotation in setion 5.2) and
is widely aepted among physiists. Without lear empirial denition of
the measurable physial quantities a physial theory annot be empirially
onrmable or disonrmable. In itself, this premise is not yet equivalent
to operationalism or veriationalism. It does not generally imply that a
statement is neessarily meaningless if it is neither analyti nor empirially
veriable. However, when the physiist assigns time and spae tags to
an event, relative to a referene frame, (s)he is already after all kinds of
metaphysial onsiderations about What is spae and what is time? and
means denite physial quantities with already settled empirial meanings.
2. In saying that the meanings of the words spae and time are dierent
in relativity theory and in lassial physis, it is neessary to be areful
of a possible misunderstanding. I am talking about something entirely
dierent from the inommensurability thesis of the relativist philosophy
of siene.
13
How is it that relativity makes any assertion about lassial
spae and time, and vie versa, how an Lorentz's theory make asser-
tions about quantities whih are not even dened in the theory? As we
have seen, eah of the two theories is suiently omplete aount of
13
See Kuhn 1970, Chapter X; Feyerabend 1970.
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physial reality to make preditions about those features of reality that
orrespondaording to the empirial denitionsto the variables used
by the other theory, and we an ompare these preditions. For example,
within Lorentz's theory, we an legitimately query the reading of a lok
slowly transported in K ′ from one plae to another. That exatly is what
we alulated in setion 4. Similarly, in relativity theory, we an legiti-
mately query the ˜spae and t˜ime tags of an event in the referene frame
of the etalons and the result of a Galilean transformation. This is a fair
alulation, in spite of the fat that the result so obtained is not expliitly
mentioned and named in the theory. This is what we atually did. And
the onlusion was that not only are the two theories ommensurable, but
they provide ompletely idential aounts for spae and time.
5.7 Privileged referene frame
Due to the popular/textbook literature on relativity theory, there is a
widespread aversion to a privileged referene frame. However, like it or not,
there is a privileged referene frame in both speial relativity and lassial
physis. It is the frame of referene in whih the etalons are at rest. This
privileged referene frame, however, has nothing to do with the onepts of ab-
solute rest or the aether, and it is not privileged by nature, but it is privileged
by the trivial semantial onvention providing meanings for the terms distane
and time, by the fat that of all possible measuring-rod-like and lok-like ob-
jets oating in the universe, we have hosen the ones oating together with the
International Bureau of Weights and Measures in Paris. In Bridgman's words:
It annot be too strongly emphasised that there is no getting away
from preferred operations and unique standpoint in physis; the
unique physial operations in terms of whih interval has its mean-
ing aord one example, and there are many others also. (Bridgman
1936, p. 83)
Many believe that one an avoid a referene to the etalons sitting in a privi-
leged referene frame by dening, for example, the unit of t˜ime for an arbitrary
(moving) frame of referene K ′ through a esium lok, or the like, o-moving
with K ′. In this way, one needs not to refer to a standard lok aelerated from
the referene frame of the etalons into referene frame K ′. But further thought
reveals that suh a denition has several diulties. For if this operation is
regarded as a onvenient way of measuring t˜ime, then we still have t˜ime in the
theory, together with the privileged referene frame of the etalons. If, however,
this operation is regarded as the empirial denition of a physial quantity, then
it must be lear that this quantity is not t˜ime but a new physial quantity, say
t˜ime. In order to establish any relationship between t˜ime tags belonging to dif-
ferent referene frames, it is a must to use an etalon esium lok as well as to
refer to its behaviour when aelerated from one inertial frame into the other.
5.8 The physis of moving objets
Although speial relativity did not produe a new theory of spae and time, both
speial relativity and Lorentz theory enrih our knowledge of the physial world
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with the physis of objets moving at onstant veloitiesin aordane with the
title of Einstein's original 1905 paper. The essential physial ontent of their
disoveries is that physial objets suer distortions when they are aelerated
from one inertial frame to the other, and that these distortions satisfy some
uniform laws. From the simplest rules disussed in setion 5.4, Lorentz, Poinaré
and Einstein onluded with the general validity of the relativity priniple. And
the relativity priniple together with the Lorentz transformation of ˜spae and
t˜ime provide the general desription of the behavior of moving physial systems.
In his 1905 paper, Einstein shows examples of how to understand and how to
apply these priniples (see, for example, the quotation in 5.2): Let E ′ be a set of
dierential equations desribing the behaviour of the system in question in an
arbitrary referene frame K ′. Let ψ′0 denote a set of (initial) onditions, suh
that the solution determined by ψ′0 desribes the behaviour of the system when
it is, as a whole, at rest relative to K ′. Let ψ′
v˜
be a set of onditions whih
orresponds to the solution desribing the same system in uniform motion at
veloity v˜ relative to K ′. To be more exat, ψ′
v˜
orresponds to a solution of
E ′ that desribes the same behaviour of the system as ψ′0 but in superposition
with a olletive translation at veloity v˜. Denote E ′′ and ψ′′0 the equations and
onditions obtained from E ′ and ψ′0 by substituting every x˜
K′
with x˜K
′′
and t˜K
′
with t˜K
′′
. Denote Λ
v˜
(E ′) ,Λ
v˜
(
ψ′
v˜
)
the set of equations and onditions expressed
in terms of the double-primed variables, applying the Lorentz transformations.
Now, what the (relativisti version of) relativity priniple states is that the laws
of physis desribing the behaviour of moving objets are suh that they satisfy
the following relationships:
Λ
v˜
(E ′) = E ′′ (29)
Λ
v˜
(
ψ′
v˜
)
= ψ′′0 (30)
To make more expliit how this priniple provides a useful method in the
desription of the deformations of physial systems when they are aelerated
from one inertial frame K ′ into some other K ′′, onsider the following situation:
Assume we know the relevant physial equations and know the solution of the
equations desribing the physial properties of the objet in question when it
is at rest in K ′: E ′, ψ′0. We now inquire as to the same desription of the
objet when it is moving at a given onstant
˜
veloity relative to K ′. If (29)
(30) is true, then we an solve the problem in the following way. Simply take
E ′′, ψ′′0by putting one more prime on eah variableand express ψ
′
v˜
from (30)
by means of the inverse Lorentz transformation: ψ′
v˜
= Λ−1
v˜
(ψ′′0 ).
14
This is the
way we usually solve problems suh as the eletromagneti eld of a moving
point harge, the Lorentz ontration of a rigid body, the loss of phase suered
by a moving lok, the dilatation of the mean life of a osmi ray µ-meson, et.
5.9 The aether
Many of those who admit the empirial equivalene of Lorentz's theory and
speial relativity argue that the latter is inomparably more satisfatory be-
14
Atually, the situation is muh more omplex. Whether or not the solution thus obtained
is orret depends on the details of the relaxation proess after the aeleration of the system.
(See Szabó 2004)
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ause it has no referene to the aether (e.g. Einstein 1920, p. 50). As it is
obvious from the previous setions, we did not make any referene to the aether
in the logial reonstrution of Lorentz's theory. It is however a histori fat
that Lorentz did. In this setion, I want to larify that the onept of aether is
merely a verbal deoration in Lorentz theory, whih an be interesting for the
historians, but negligible from the point of view of reent logial reonstrutions.
One an nd various verbal formulations of the relativity priniple and
Lorentz-ovariane. In order to ompare these formulations, let us introdue
the following notations:
A (K ′,K ′′) := The laws of physis in inertial frame K ′ are suh that the laws
desribing a physial system o-moving with frame K ′′ are ob-
tainable by solving the problem for the similar physial system
at rest relative to K ′ and perform the following substitutions:
x˜K
′
1 7→ α1 = x˜
K′
1
x˜K
′
2 7→ α2 = x˜
K′
2
x˜K
′
3 7→ α3 =
x˜K
′
3 − v˜t˜
K′√
1− v˜
2
c2
(31)
t˜K
′
7→ τ =
t˜K
′
− v˜
c2
x˜K
′
3√
1− v˜
2
c2
B (K ′,K ′′) := The laws of physis in K ′ are suh that the mathemati-
ally introdued variables α1, α2, α3, τ in (31) are equal to
x˜K
′′
1 , x˜
K′′
2 , x˜
K′′
3 , t˜
K′′
, that is, the spae and time tags ob-
tained by means of measurements in K ′′, performed with the
same measuring-rods and loks we used in K ′ after that they
were transfered from K ′ into K ′′, ignoring the fat that the
equipments undergo deformations during the transmission.
C (K ′,K ′′) := The laws of physis in K ′ are suh that the laws of physis
empirially asertained by an observer in K ′′, desribing the
behaviour of physial objets o-moving with K ′′, expressed in
variables x˜K
′′
1 , x˜
K′′
2 , x˜
K′′
3 , t˜
K′′
, have the same forms as the simi-
lar empirially asertained laws of physis in in K ′, desribing
the similar physial objets o-moving with K ′, expressed in
variables x˜K
′
1 , x˜
K′
2 , x˜
K′
3 , t˜
K′
, if the observer in K ′′ performs the
same measurement operations as the observer in K ′ with the
same measuring equipments transfered fromK ′ to K ′′, ignoring
the fat that the equipments undergo deformations during the
transmission.
It is obvious that
A (K ′,K ′′) &B (K ′,K ′′)⇒ C (K ′,K ′′)
So, let us restrit our onsiderations on the more fundamental
A (K ′,K ′′) &B (K ′,K ′′)
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Taking this statement, the usual Einsteinian formulation of the relativity prin-
iple is the following:
Einstein's Relativity Priniple = (∀K ′) (∀K ′′) [A (K ′,K ′′) &B (K ′,K ′′)]
Many believe that this version of relativity priniple is essentially dierent
from the similar priniple of Lorentz, sine Lorentz's priniple makes expliit
referene to the motion relative to the aether. Using the above introdued
notations, it says the following:
Lorentz's Priniple = (∀K ′′) [A (aether,K ′′) &B (aether,K ′′)]
It must be learly seen, however, that Lorentz's aether hypothesis is logially
independent from the atual physial ontent of his theory. In fat, as a lit-
tle reetion reveals, Lorentz's priniple and Einstein's relativity priniple are
logially equivalent to eah other. It is trivially true that
Einstein's Relativity Priniple = (∀K ′) (∀K ′′) [A (K ′,K ′′) &B (K ′,K ′′)]
⇒ (∀K ′′) [A (aether,K ′′) &B (aether,K ′′)]
= Lorentz's Priniple
It follows from the meaning of A (K ′,K ′′) and B (K ′,K ′′) that
(∃K ′) (∀K ′′) [A (K ′,K ′′) &B (K ′,K ′′)]
⇒ (∀K ′) (∀K ′′) [A (K ′,K ′′) &B (K ′,K ′′)]
Consequently,
Lorentz's Priniple = (∀K ′′) [A (aether,K ′′) &B (aether,K ′′)]
⇒ (∃K ′) (∀K ′′) [A (K ′,K ′′) &B (K ′,K ′′)]
⇒ (∀K ′) (∀K ′′) [A (K ′,K ′′) &B (K ′,K ′′)]
= Einstein's Relativity Priniple
Thus, it is Lorentz's priniple itselfthe verbal formulation of whih refers
to the aetherthat renders any laim about the aether a logially separated
hypothesis outside of the sope of the fatual ontent of both Lorentz theory
and speial relativity. The role of the aether ould be played by anything else.
As both theories laim, it follows from the empirially onrmed laws of physis
that physial systems undergo deformations when they are transferred from one
inertial frame K ′ to another frame K ′′. One ould say, these deformations are
aused by the transmission of the system from K ′ to K ′′. You ould say they
are aused by the wind of aether. By the same token you ould say, however,
that they are aused by the wind of anything, sine if the physial system
is transfered from K ′ to K ′′ then its state of motion hanges relative to an
arbitrary third frame of referene.
On the other hand, it must be mentioned that speial relativity does not
exlude the existene of the aether.
15
Neither does the MihelsonMorley ex-
periment. If speial relativity/Lorentz theory is true then there must be no
15
Not to mention that already in 1920 Einstein himself argues for the existene of some
kind of aether. (See Reignier 2000)
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indiation of the motion of the interferometer relative to the aether. Conse-
quently, the fat that we do not observe this motion is not a hallenge for the
aether theorist. Thus, the hypothesis about the existene of aether is logially
independent of both Lorentz theory and speial relativity.
5.10 Symmetry priniple and heuristi value
Finally, it worth while mentioning that Lorentz's theory and speial relativity, as
ompletely idential theories, oer the same symmetry priniples and heuristi
power. As we have seen, both theories laim that quantities x˜K
′
, t˜K
′
in an
arbitrary K ′ and the similar quantities x˜K
′′
, t˜K
′′
in another arbitrary K ′′ are
related through a suitable Lorentz transformation. This fat in onjuntion
with the relativity priniple implies that laws of physis are to be desribed
by Lorentz ovariant equations, if they are expressed in terms of variables x˜
and t˜, that is, in terms of the results of measurements obtainable by means of
the orresponding o-moving equipmentswhih are distorted relative to the
etalons. There is no dierene between the two theories that this ˜spae-t˜ime
symmetry provides a valuable heuristi aid in the searh for new laws of nature.
6 Conlusion
With these omments I have ompleted the argumentation for my basi laim
that speial relativity and Lorentz theory are ompletely idential in both senses,
as theories about spae-time and as theories about the behaviour of mov-
ing physial objets. Consequently, in omparison with the lassial Galileo-
invariant oneptions, speial relativity theory does not tell us anything new
about spae and time. As we have seen, the longstanding belief that it does is
the result of a simple but subversive terminologial onfusion.
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